Today’s Reality
The COVID-19 pandemic has opened a new paradigm of healthcare delivery.
As people set aside the horse-and-buggy for the internal combustion engine, so too, the
virtual clinic will quickly become the standard for 50% of the health care requests in the
United States. Leadership will practice in this new context moving forward.

“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent.
It is the one that is most adaptable to change.”
Charles Darwin

Lessons Learned: 30-month Primary Care Pilot Highlights
• 80% Acute Care
• 20% Chronic Disease
• 95% Before 9:30 pm
<4 min/case by MD

• 97% Patient Satisfaction
81% e-Visit
18% phone

19%

<1% video

81%

663 e-Visits
Opt-out Rate: 3% (20)

Mean Age: 41 yrs (16-91)
12 Counties Served

Business Metrics

3 Key Rules for Patients

1. Could the problem be handled by phone?
2. Could care wait a day—if it had to?
3. Is a couple of hours response time OK?

(meVisit is an academic engine solely for research purposes.)

The Golden Rules of the Virtual Clinic
1.

Make your Medical Home mobile.
(mTelehealth is the modern day house call.)

2.

Make a house call, become a legend.
(80% of most profitable requests come after hours. Be there with your bucket when it rains.)

3.

Only address virtual requests that you would also address by phone.
(Time and experience will allow you to expand your suite of care online.)

4.

Move minor chronic care online to stabilize your virtual clinic.
(Chronic care follow-up is predictable and non-urgent…it can easily be adjusted around the clinician.)

5.

Efficient technology is a premium. Take time to find your fit.
(Clinicians must be able to drive both in-office & virtual clinics simultaneously.)

6. Invest in real estate…it’s worth it.
The most valuable real estate in the world is the six inches of screen on your patient’s phone.
(If you don’t stake your claim, someone else surely will.)

Virtual Clinic Workflow Considerations
1.

The established physician has the advantage.
(All politics is local; so too, is all healthcare-- eventually. Capitalize on this advantage.)

2. You need a mechanism for acute care requests to come to the provider….you’ll need an app.
The most valuable real estate in the world is the six inches of screen on your patient’s phone.
(If you don’t stake your claim, someone else surely will.)
3.

Consider adapting a store-and-forward option to your system of care.
(Allows patients to instigate ”just-in-time” requests for care.)

4. Work at the top of your license.
(Don’t make your provider a nurse or scribe, if possible.)
5.

Telemed partner vs Office A/R co-pay collection should be addressed up front.
(Verifying INS is also an important consideration.)

5.

You’ll have to dance with more than one partner.
(Successful practices will satisfy acute online care requests & in-office care simultaneously.)

Efficiency Drives Sustainability

mTelehealth + Efficiency = PCHM à Chronic Disease à Population Health à Sustainability

Why primary care can save the nation’s health system.

Effort to attain technology that allows your clinicians maximal efficiency.
Physicians need to become about 15% more efficient in order to manage exploding care capacity for the nation’s future.

